This paper provides an overview of the history of epidemiological activities in Australia at state and national levels to monitor healthcare-associated infections (HAIs), an examination of the pitfalls of surveillance as an epidemiological design for causality of HAIs and the attempts at correcting them, the ease of web access for information about statewide programs and reports and a look into the future of HAI epidemiology.
This paper provides an overview of the history of epidemiological activities in Australia at state and national levels to monitor healthcare-associated infections (HAIs), an examination of the pitfalls of surveillance as an epidemiological design for causality of HAIs and the attempts at correcting them, the ease of web access for information about statewide programs and reports and a look into the future of HAI epidemiology. The current state-based surveillance programs ( 
History of the epidemiology of HAI in Australia

Pitfalls of HAI surveillance
Information is not knowledge. Albert Einstein, Physicist.
In the words of the ACQSH -surveillance is undertaken with a certainty that with mandatory and 'authoritative' analysis, one can make comparisons between hospitals of similar level and provide 'an evidence-based' with which to direct 'public health action for better health outcomes' 10 . Yet, epidemiologists understand that surveillance may not provide information that is sufficiently robust to enable sound comparisons between quarterly surveillance reports even within a single hospital or evidence of causation.
Surveillance is a basic study design that can only flag the possibility of change. In fact change may be due to random fluctuation rather than a true increase or decrease in the epidemiology of HAI. To understand the limitations of the results we will examine the epidemiological pitfalls of surveillance.
Historically, epidemiology was developed for and by public health professionals to study common disease distribution and causes of diseases in the population. Surveillance is a lesser epidemiological design to measure the changes in the trends of a disease in the total population or sentinel groups 12 Nonetheless, the strength of the surveillance design is its simplicity and its use of: (i) a standardised method for data collection; (ii) reliable and standardised definitions (often using diagnostic test results that increase the validity of a case); and (iii) the collection of few variables (the variable of interest and one or two risk factors).
The ranking of study designs for the ability to provide high-level evidence for causation has been painstakingly evaluated for the effect of common methodological shortfalls associated with each epidemiological study design 13 . Surveillance does not rank as a study design for testing associations between potential determinants of infections and the outcome of infection. Surveillance design is referred to as an observational study design, and as such should be principally used to measure changes in magnitude of infection not cause and, as such, indicates the potential for trends in the transmission patterns of HAI when undertaken in similar patient groups who experience similar exposures to intrinsic and extrinsic determinants of infection over the surveillance periods being compared.
Study design for causality
When examining the complex association of causality for HAI, higher level study designs (experimental designs including randomised control trial and pseudo randomised control trial) will produce estimates of association with a higher degree of certainty than estimates produced from lesser designs (observational designs including non randomised control trials, cohort, case-control and interrupted time series with a control group). The higher-level designs attempt to a priori or anteriorly control for the effect of A SSI SIR >1 indicates more infections are observed than expected.
Control for confounding using multiple regression analysis was used back in 1984 but this was a one-off project and applied to a large 
When is confounding not controlled?
Controlling by modelling or stratifying infection rates by specific risk determinants for each procedure will not provide rates that discriminate between different patient groups if the procedure is performed infrequently and the expected probability of infection is low. Adjusting multiple confounders, such as the NNIS risk index or NHSN approach, is not appropriate for individual hospitals because a local dataset for a quarterly reporting period will never be sufficiently large to result in meaningful rates. At the local hospital level HAI are count data and frequency varies greatly (referred to as overdisperison) within a single month. Individual healthcare facilities, collecting data for surgical procedures associated with low SSI rates that are infrequently performed, cannot reliably produce a rate; if the 95% confidence intervals (CI) around the SSI rate include estimates that span below and above the threshold, the rate should be considered unreliable. For example, the SSI threshold of <1% for cardiovascular procedures -the SSI rate (0.97%, 95% CI 0.38-2.5%) established for 400 procedures over 3 months -is unreliable. The margin of error reflected in the 95% CI spans below and above the <1% threshold. Consequently, small samples for procedures with low SSI rates should not be estimated more frequently than annually at the individual hospital level.
The aim of surveillance data is primarily to indicate the possibility of a problem; however, the current method of aggregating all catheter-days to establish a single rate for CLABSI has a major methodological pitfall 19 . The majority of CLABSIs develop in patients with dwell time >9 days, whereas the majority of patients are admitted to NSW intensive care units for <9 days 19 . This means that the CLABSI rate as currently estimated will not reflect the epidemiology in the majority of low risk patients. Consequently, the rate cannot reflect the magnitude of infection in a small proportion of high-risk patients whose dwell time is >9 days and are the major contributors to the CLABSI rate. To develop appropriate infection prevention strategies for high-risk patients, rates
for prolonged dwell-times must be separated from the close to zero rate associated with shorter dwell-times 20 .
Analyses for count data
The goal is to turn data into information, and information into insight. Carly Fiorina, Former CEO of Hewlett-Packard.
The problem of unreliable information on HAI obtained from small samples may be compounded by the application of parametric statistics to overdispersed data that renders comparisons between the quarterly report and an annual rate within the facility useless.
Small but real changes in the HAI rate over a quarter may be missed or increases in HAI may be due to random fluctuation. Quarterly charts and annual rates with 95% CI should only be used to indicate or flag the possibility of changes in incidence to hospital boards. Visual displays, charts, of rare events against a realistic threshold will provide better insight than an unreliable rate.
Process surveillance
For facilities where surgical procedures are performed infrequently, device utilisation rate is low or collecting data on potential confounders is difficult, then process surveillance is appropriate 
Access to HAI rates
Support for public access to publically funded data collection is not disputed in Australia 27 . Yet, without knowing the exact web address, accessing the correct website for state surveillance programs (Table 1 ) and reports was difficult for all programs with the exception of Victoria, which has a dedicated website and impressive readily accessible reports. Queensland's surveillance program was readily located but reports, with the exception of SABSI, were not.
The current websites for surveillance programs and reports are: 
An epidemiological wish list for the future
When we have all data online it will be great for humanity. It is a prerequisite to solving many problems that humankind faces. Robert Cailliau, Belgian informatics engineer and computer scientist and co-developer of the World Wide Web.
Electronic banking is here and has been, in the main, safe. Encrypted internet databases would bring the future of data sharing between hospitals closer. HAI data should be deposited monthly via encrypted internet transfer to a central database for standardised analysis and rapid feedback. Automated online real-time charts and intra-and inter-hospital comparisons using analysis for overdispersed count data would remove the need for hospital epidemiologist statisticians.
Public hospital HAI data have been collected with public funding.
The cost of data collection within private hospitals is passed onto the consumer. Therefore, ethics dictate that there must be a central repository providing quarterly and annual data (in the form of numerators and denominators) available at anytime to the public who pay for the data collection. The future challenge for meaningful HAI epidemiology will be in its adaption to shorter length of stay, hospital in the home, over-representation of the elderly and the comorbidities associated with living longer. Geospatial mapping, used in the study of human movement, defense, environmental science, parasitology and many other applications, could one day assist infection prevention staff to visualise and locate hotspots of
In Focus HAI. Future HAI surveillance will benefit from greater input from a variety of professions bringing together new methods of data collection and analysis.
